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ABOUT THE PROJECT

As the number of drones increases, the number

of misuse do too. The general objective of the

project Skyfall is to improve the preparedness

and response capabilities of police forces in

order to properly counter the threat of

(weaponised) UAV-attacks.

General objective

In order to achieve this objective, the project

will work in three work packages that will ensure

that the project will be a succes.

How?

The Skyfall project has a total four partners,

with APD as the coordinating partner. The other

contributing partners are Inspectoratul General

Al Jandarmeriei Romane, Police Federale Belge

and Zone De Police Bruxelles Ixelles.

Partners

THE WORK PACKAGES

The first work package of Skyfall will handle all

activities relating to the general management

and coordination of this project.

Work package 1

Work package 2

This project will make a study of all systems

currently available and which are suitable for

physical drone interception according to criteria

such as easy-deployment, handheld transportable,

effectiveness, efficiency, applicable for various

types of UAV , ranging from mini to micro and as

well as on amateur built models as on

professional/commercial ones. This study will

result in a report and the highest ranked counter

system will be integrated into the training

curriculum. 
 

The training will set up an interception plan

adapted to the diverse threats not only limited to

the physical interception but also managing the

actions to be taken towards the public, VIP’s or

critical infrastructure. In order to achieve the

largest impact possible, two train the trainer

sessions will be organised in order to ensure that

all EU LEA’s have the necessary skills and

knowledge to counter a UAV attack.
 

The equipment used during the TTT will be

distributed among the partners. The built up

capacity will be available as international support

to other EU member states.

 

Work package 3

The second work package is "Development of an

EU Counter UAV matrix". The project will develop

a European matrix on how to protect and respond

on different types of UAV incidents in relation to

the location and the kind of event that is going

on. The Belgian integrated police has already

worked out a similar matrix but wants to take the

step forward by bringing together expertise

across the EU and develop a validated

European Matrix.
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